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Abstract

This paper presents the concepts and mechanisms for maintaining semantic integrity of complex applications,

which are provided by the knowledge base management system KRISYS. We discuss the integration of integrity

maintenance into the global architecture of the system which is based on a workstation/server environment. As

a result of our elaborations, we argue that semantic integrity should be handled in the knowledge model (at the

workstation), leaving only basic consistency tasks for the data model (at the server).

1. Introduction

The efficient and effective support of applications with increasing complexity, such as engineering design, ex-

pert, and knowledge-based systems or office automation, has been a major concern in database research over

the last few years. In this context, the provision of semantically enriched data or knowledge models for coping

with the enhanced complexity of the application domains is an important issue. Besides such data or knowledge

modeling requirements, the design of an appropriate system architecture supporting these applications has to

take into consideration typical processing characteristics and  hardware environments. In general, these appli-

cations run on workstations supplied with sufficient processing ’power’, main memory, and private disk space,

which are dedicated to single users and connected to a central server component, whose task is to provide and

control access of centralized information. Among others, failure isolation, extensibility, and scalability of the

whole complex can be considered as key advantages of such system architectures.

With these goals in mind, a prototype of a knowledge base management system (KBMS), called KRISYS, was

developed at the University of Kaiserslautern [Ma89]. KRISYS provides the application with a powerful knowl-

edge model, called KOBRA, offering flexible constructs for describing  the application domain, such as object-

oriented concepts for integrating behavior into the application model, abstraction concepts (generalization, clas-

sification, aggregation, and association) for representing organizational structures, general reasoning facilities

for performing deductions, and several constructs for maintaining the semantic integrity of the knowledge base

(KB). In order to fit into the above described processing environment, KRISYS is architecturally divided into two

main parts (see Figure 1.1(a)). A database management system (DBMS) located at the server concentrates on

efficient and reliable data management, whereas the second part residing on the workstation side supports the

"nearby application locality" concept in order to efficiently implement the KOBRA model and its query language.

The architecture of KRISYS can be compared to the so-called DBMS-kernel architecture for non-standard da-

tabase systems [HR85] depicted in Figure 1.1(b). This approach enables the support of different application
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classes by distinct application-specific layers residing on the workstations together with the application pro-

grams. The kernel, which is designed to run on the central server, is defined to be application independent, of-

fering neutral, yet powerful data manipulation services (e.g. storage techniques, flexible representation and ac-

cess techniques, etc.) that may be utilized by the application-specific layers. In fact, the current implementation

of KRISYS utilizes as DBMS the PRIMA system [HMMS87], which is a DBMS-kernel prototype developed at our

university. For this reason, from an abstract point of view, KRISYS may be seen as a specific implementation of

this architecture, where the application-specific layer corresponds to the implementation of KOBRA (in reality,

KOBRA is a general purpose knowledge model and not restricted to an application class).

When considering the underlying workstation/server environment, the coupling between the workstation com-

ponent and the DBMS becomes a performance-critical issue. Among other considerations, minimizing commu-

nication traffic between server and workstations emerges as a primary goal within the overall design of the sys-

tem. One step towards this goal is taken by integrating an application buffer (called working-memory in KRISYS)

into the workstation component in order to exploit locality of references [HHMM88]. In an engineering design

system, for example, operations are usually addressed to one or several specific design objects under consid-

eration. This fact can be exploited to retrieve all information relevant to the desired object from the DBMS and

fix it in the application buffer. Manipulations of the object can then be accumulated in the buffer, being propagat-

ed to the DBMS only at the end of a design phase, when the object is discarded from the working memory and

stored back into the DB.

The concept of an application buffer may be considered as important, but not as sufficient for the minimization

of the workstation/server communication. An appropriate DBMS interface plays a crucial role in this context as

well, since the functionality provided at the server side (e.g. trigger mechanisms, execution of user-defined op-

erations, etc.) influences the amount of processing that is performed at both server and workstation. If the func-

tionality of the server is enhanced, a lot of processing is shifted from the workstation to the server, because the
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operations performed by the server become more complex. On the other hand, less server functionality tends

to leave more processing at the workstation and suggests the usage of the data model interface for data transfer

purposes only. Therefore, it is important to decide very carefully by which system component each of the pro-

vided modeling constructs (e.g. abstraction concepts, integrity constraints, etc.) should be supported.

In this paper, we will concentrate on the constructs of KRISYS for semantic integrity maintenance in order to

discuss the questions and problems arising in this context. We will show that integrity control should be almost

completely dedicated to the workstation. As a consequence, the corresponding services to be provided by the

server are only of a basical nature and restricted to mechanisms without any kind of application semantics. Since

the arguments used in our discussion do not rely on specific modeling constructs of KRISYS, they can be easily

generalized to conclude that most of the current research efforts to increase the modeling power of data models

at the server side to improve application support are useless in system architectures for workstation/server en-

vironments.

In order to provide an understanding of the problems sketched above, we will first give an overview of the mech-

anisms provided by KRISYS for integrity enforcement. Subsequently, the consequences of a possible delega-

tion of integrity maintenance to the server will be elaborated. Finally, we will conclude with a presentation of re-

sults achieved throughout our discussion.

2. Semantic Integrity Enforcement in KRISYS

After a short description of the basic modeling concepts provided by KRISYS, we give an overview of the mech-

anisms for maintaining the semantic integrity of an application. We will, however, concentrate on the principal

issues (a more detailed description can be found in [De90]). The examples for illustrating the modeling con-

structs presented are taken from the area of architectural design.

2.1 Basic Concepts of the Knowledge Model

KOBRA, the knowledge model of KRISYS, embodies an object-centered representation of the application

world. That is, every entity of the application is represented by a schema which may have attributes to describe

its characteristics and is clearly identified by its name. A schema corresponds to a frame or unit in other knowl-

edge representation systems and must not be confused with a DB-schema. Attributes are either slots, which

can have multiple values representing properties of an object or relationships to other objects, or methods de-

scribing its behavior. In order to characterize an object in more detail, attributes can be further described by as-

pects. The schema 'room1' in figure 2.1  , for example, represents a certain room of a house, described by the

slots orientation, position, sides, size, and neighbors, together with the corresponding values. The 'size'-attribute

room 1

orientation  -
position -
sides 4, 4
size 16

unit square-meters
neighbors room 2, room 4
add-neighbors "procedure-code"

Figure 2.1: Sample schema description
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is further described by the 'unit'-aspect, which fixes 'square meters' as unit for the size of the room. The schema

'room 1' is also characterized by the method 'add-neighbors' used for establishing a neighborhood relationship

between 'room 1' and another room, which may, for example, involve certain recalculations of the position or

orientation of a room.

For structuring the KB, KOBRA allows to employ the abstraction concepts of classification, generalization, as-

sociation, and aggregation [Ma88]. These concepts are seen as special, predefined relationships between ob-

jects, specifying the overall organization of a KB as a kind of complex network of objects. KRISYS supports an

integrated view of KB objects: there are no separate representations for classes, sets, instances, complex ob-

jects, etc. The same schema can, for example, represent a class with respect to one object, and a set or even

an instance with respect to another. As a consequence, the difference between data and meta-data, which is

usually apparent in existing data models, is eliminated in KRISYS, so that meta-information is integrated into

the KB.

A partial view of our example KB is given in figure 2.2. The schema 'room 1', for example, is defined as an in-

stance of parent-bedrooms (i.e. classification), which is a subclass of bedrooms (i.e. generalization), which in

turn is again a subclass of rooms, etc. The concept of aggregation is required for expressing that 'room 1' is part

of the 'private area', and contains furnishings like 'bed 1' and 'wardrobe 1'. During the design of the house, the

system exhibits an active behavior, offering possible solutions for design problems or proposing additional fur-

nishings for the rooms of the house. In order to distinguish furnishings already owned by the user from those

which are proposed by the architectural system, we use the concept of association, which allows possibly het-

erogeneous objects to be grouped together, and introduce two object sets ('users-furnishings' and 'proposed-

furnishings'). Because an integrated view of the abstraction concepts is supported by KRISYS, the schema 'bed

1', for example, plays three different roles at the same time: it is an instance of 'beds', an element of 'users-fur-

nishings', and a component of 'room 1'.
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2.2 Integrity Constraints Supporting the Abstraction Concepts

The abstraction concepts introduced above can be regarded as the basic constructs provided by KRISYS for

modeling an application domain. For this reason, it is necessary that the semantics of these concepts are fully

guaranteed by the system in order to keep the KB in a consistent state. For example, based on the notion of

transitivity inherent in the abstraction concepts, the introduction of cycles (e.g. by establishing 'room 1' or 'parent-

bedrooms' as a superclass of 'design-objects') or other ambiguities (e.g. by making 'room 1' an instance and a

subclass of 'parent-bedrooms' at the same time) clearly contradicts the meaning associated with the abstraction

concepts and, therefore, has to be prevented by the system. Of course, the association and aggregation con-

cepts have to be controlled in a similar way.

In KOBRA, each abstraction concept is represented  by a pair of system defined, symmetric slots (e.g., ’sub-

class-of’ and ’has-subclasses’ for the generalization concept). Upon modifications of abstraction hierarchies, the

symmetry of the relationships is automatically maintained by the system, i.e., the corresponding inverse slots

are automatically updated.

Classification/Generalization

According to the generalization/classification relationships, inheritance needs to be supported. However, in or-

der to keep the KB consistent, inheritance has to be viewed not only as a means for passing on information in

order to save typing efforts, but as a constraint on the structure of objects: subclasses and instances have to

contain all attributes of their superclasses. For this reason, an attempt to delete an inherited attribute (e.g.,

'neighbors' in 'bedrooms') has to be rejected by the system. Modifications of classes (e.g., deleting the slot

'neighbors' in 'rooms' where it was defined, or introducing new attributes) have to be dynamically propagated to

existing subclasses and instances.

Association

In order to support the semantics of the association concepts, KRISYS allows the specification of so-called

membership stipulations and set properties [Ma89]. Membership stipulations represent necessary conditions

that have to be fulfilled by objects in order to become elements of a set (e.g., all elements of the set ’user-fur-

nishings’ have to have the user’s name as value of the attribute ’owner’). Objects that do not fulfil the member-

ship stipulations are automatically rejected as elements of the corresponding set. Set properties characterize

the set itself and can be derived or computed from properties of its elements. For example, the value of the at-

tribute ’total-price’ of the set ’proposed-furnishings’ corresponds to the sum of the prices of all of its elements.

When elements of the set are deleted, added, or changed, the value of the set property will then be automatically

updated by the system.

Aggregation

Analyzing the aggregation relationships in our example, we notice that some properties of the objects involved

can be characterized as monotonic. For example, the size of a room is always smaller than the size of the area,

in which it is contained. The size of a piece of furniture is again smaller than the size of the room where it is

placed. This characteristic can be described by means of implied predicates in KOBRA. We may denote the

property 'size' as monotonically decreasing, with regard to the aggregation hierarchy which enforces the system

to prevent the violation of the monotony constraint. For example, changing the attribute 'size' of a room will only

be permitted if the new size is smaller than the area size and greater than the size of the rooms furniture.
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It is the support of these constraints as part of the knowledge model of  KRISYS that guarantees the consistent

and complete support of all four abstraction concepts. With respect to this issue,  KRISYS is clearly superior to

existing knowledge representation languages or expert system tools (e.g., [FK85, FWA85, In87, SB86]), since

even the basic constraints associated with these concepts are usually ignored by such systems (see [De90] for

details).

2.3 Integrity of Attribute Values

Basic requirements of applications concerning semantic integrity are usually associated with the values of at-

tributes. In KRISYS, the domain and the cardinality of attributes may be specified by means of two predefined

aspects ('possible-values' and 'cardinality'). If the operations of the user violate these constraints, they are re-

jected. Using the possible-values aspect, a constraint similar to the referential integrity in relational DBMS can

also be enforced by restricting the values of an attribute to identifiers of objects belonging to certain classes. For

example, in order to allow only rooms as neighbors of a room, we simply need to specify "instance-of rooms" as

the domain description of the 'neighbor'-slot in 'rooms'. In this case, the system ensures, that only identifiers of

instances of rooms can be inserted as slot values. Similarly, the deletion of a room from the KB is only allowed,

if the object is not referenced by any attributes of other objects. Additionally, it is possible to construct more com-

plex domain specifications from simple ones by means of logical operators (and, or, not). For example, to ensure

that the neighbors of parents-bedrooms have to be either bathrooms or children-bedrooms, we specify "in-

stance-of bathrooms or instance-of children-bedroom" as a value of the possible-values aspect for the neigh-

bors-slot in parents-bedrooms.

Of course, it is required that the attribute domain and cardinality constraints strictly follow the semantics of the

generalization concept. Therefore, the attribute domain and cardinality restrictions of a class can only be restrict-

ed by its subclass, i.e., they are never allowed to be more general than those in the superclass.

2.4 Demons

The constructs introduced above are sufficient for the description of the basic integrity constraints of an applica-

tion domain. However, they cannot handle complex constraints that  involve computations or represent depen-

dencies among several attributes or even objects. In our architectural application, it is, for example, necessary

to ensure that the size of a room is always represented correctly with respect to the lengths of its sides. In KRI-

SYS, this can be accomplished by means of a so-called demon, i.e. a procedure attached to the relevant at-

tributes (see figure 2.3). The complexity of dependencies involved in such kinds of constraints usually requires

a high degree of flexibility and power for an appropriate integrity mechanism:

• Several attributes possibly associated with more than one object are involved (e.g., changing one side affects

the size of a room and consequently influences the positions of neighbor-rooms).

• The power of a high-level programming language is required in order to carry out computations.

• Flexible reactions to the violation of constraints should be possible (e.g., changing the length of one side of

the room could either result in rejecting the operation or in recalculating the area).

• An extensional as well as an intensional representation of the constraint should be possible (i.e., the depen-

dency of the area and the sides of the room is assured by either recalculating the area when changes on the

’sides’-attribute are made, or by determining the area only when the value is required).
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• Transitional constraints characterizing not only consistent states but also correct state transitions need to be

supported.

The demon mechanism in KRISYS offers all of the above required power and flexibility and permits a detailed

and flexible specification of activation conditions. Demons are attached to the attributes of objects, in order to

react on all kinds of events in which the attributes are involved.

The activation events that can be defined for a demon (put, add, retract, get, send) correspond to the basic types

of attribute access that are supported by generic KRISYS operations. For example, the demon in figure 2.3,

which is attached to the slot 'sides', would contain 'put' as a proper activation condition, meaning that the demon

is to be activated immediately upon an update operation on the slot. Each event specified for a demon can be

related to a different action in order to provide individual reactions of the demon according to the events. Such

actions may check complex constraints that might be invalidated by the event and take appropriate steps, if they

are no longer satisfied. The scope of the actions is not limited to the attributes of objects involved in the attach-

ment of the demon, but may involve arbitrary parts of the KB. Additionally, the time of activation (before or after

the event is actually performed) may also be specified.

In KRISYS, demons are simply represented as objects of the KB containing certain methods that embody their

reactions on events. A demon is therefore simply defined by creating a new object as an instance of a predefined

class 'demon' and filling in the code of the methods inherited from the demon class (e.g. put-before, put-after,

etc.) in order to specify actions to be invoked before or after the occurrence of certain events. The demon may

then be attached to attributes of other objects using the (predefined) 'demon'-aspect of the attributes. This is

accomplished by specifying the name of the demon as the aspect value (see figure 2.3). Therefore, a demon

may easily be attached to several attributes (of probably distinct objects or object types) using the mechanism

described above.

The demon mechanism of KRISYS described above certainly shares its basic intention and some of its proper-

ties with trigger facilities that can be found in existing database systems [Ko89,SYB88]. Nevertheless, there are

some important differences:

• The actions supported by triggers are usually limited to a sequence of DML statements, whereas demons in

KRISYS may also utilize the computational power of a high-level programming language (Common Lisp) for

the specification of conditions as well as actions.

room 1

sides 4, 5
demon correct-size-demon

size 20

correct-size-demon

put-after:
  "get the values of the sides of the room"
  "set size to the product of the sides"

retract-after:. . . .

design-objects

parents-bedrooms

Figure 2.3: Using demons for preserving integrity
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• Upon the activation of a demon, the system automatically supplies additional environmental information of

the event (e.g. names of the involved attribute and object, attribute values, method parameter values, etc.),

that may be utilized by the operations for accessing all objects and attributes that are actually involved in the

integrity constraint to be checked or guaranteed by the demon. This information supplied to the demon also

contains the old as well as the new values of modified attributes in order to permit the maintenance of transi-

tional integrity constraints by the actions of the demon.

• Upon the detection of inconsistencies, several kinds of reactions are possible: the appropriate action of the

demon may for example perform certain operations to reestablish the constraint (as, for example, in figure

2.3), notify or interact with the user, or it may cancel the operation that caused the event in order to keep the

KB in a consistent state.

• Besides the above described extensional maintenance of integrity, which either rejects operations leading to

inconsistencies or takes appropriate actions to reassure consistency, the demon mechanism alternatively al-

lows an intensional maintenance of integrity, since actions may also be triggered by a read access to at-

tributes. In this case, the demon will automatically provide the correct attribute value using the integrity con-

straint for its computation.

• The alternative ways of maintaining integrity and the various types of reactions that may be utilized by the

demon are supported by further options of the operations specified as a reaction for an event (see figure 2.3):

operations that are carried out before the actual event takes place (e.g., to compute a value upon a read event

or to prevent an inconsistent update) are distinguished from those that are executed after the event (e.g., re-

establishing a consistent state, as described in ons example).

• From a conceptual point of view, there are also differences between triggers and demons: Triggers are only

capable of reacting to exactly one specified event, and, therefore, several triggers are usually defined in order

to maintain one integrity constraint (e.g., there are distinct triggers for insert and another for update of a data

element). In contrast to this approach, a demon unites all events involving an attribute and all reactions on

the events into one conceptual object that guards all operations performed on the attribute.

2.5 Regarding methods as units of integrity

Similar to a transaction in DBMS, a method is viewed in KRISYS as a unit of integrity. This notion is supported

by a mechanism that allows the effects of a method to be undone - e.g. as a reaction to a constraint violation.

Since methods may activate other methods and, as a consequence, activations of methods may be arbitrarily

nested, different levels of consistency can be defined (see Figure 2.4). Similar to nested transactions, undoing

the effects of a method also removes the effects of all the methods that were called by it. For example, resetting

method m2 in Figure 2.4 as a reaction to an integrity violation also removes the effects of m4. In many cases, it

is certainly not desirable, as the effects of a method are undone upon a consistency violation, to recursively reset

all the calling methods as well. For this reason, a send operation within a method can be issued with the request

to handle integrity violations that might occur in the called methods. Then, after resetting the effects of the called

method upon detecting inconsistencies, the system returns the control to the calling method which may handle

the situation appropriately and proceed with its work. For example, method m1 in Figure 2.4 has issued the re-

quest to handle integrity violations of both m2 and m3. Therefore, control is returned to m1 upon a violation oc-

curing in the scope of these methods after their effects are undone. This request has not been issued by the
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method m3. Since an integrity violation detected at the end of m6 cannot be handled by m3, control is automat-

ically returned to m1 after undoing the effects so far provoked by m3, m5 and m6.

The notion of methods as units of integrity and the consideration of different levels of integrity is additionally sup-

ported by the possibility to attach demons to methods. A demon attached to a method may contain different op-

erations to be carried out either before or after the execution of the method, supporting the specification of some

kind of 'preconditions' or 'postconditions' for the method. Upon the detection of inconsistencies, the demon may,

among other possible reactions, initiate an abort operation with respect to the method to which it is attached. For

example, the integrity violations sketched in Figure 2.4 could all be detected by demons attached to the meth-

ods, which are activated at the end of the method execution.

Although the attachment of demons to methods may seem rather questionable at the first sight, since all actions

performed by the demon could also be integrated into the method as additional operations, there are several

advantages that motivate this approach:

• A demon can be easily attached to several distinct methods, that require the same integrity checks.

• Integrity constraints are not hidden within the code of the method but explicitly separated from the methods

by the definition of an appropriate demon. This is a prerequisite for the support of schema extensibility or

schema evolution.

• Especially when constraints involving several attributes of different objects are considered, the notion of ob-

ject modularity is supported. Methods may concentrate on the realization of object behavior without the ne-

cessity to consider additional operations involving other objects in order to support consistency.

Note that the attachment of demons to methods and, above all, the notion of a method as a unit of integrity is

completely unknown in knowledge representation languages or expert system tools. As a consequence, integrity

violations that cannot be immediately detected automatically lead to inconsistent KBs. In these systems, incon-

sistencies have to be either tolerated or compensated by the user.

2.6 Rules

Although demons can be regarded as a flexible and powerful mechanism for checking or improving consistency,

there are a lot of cases where a more declarative representation of integrity constraints is required. Consider for

Figure 2.4: Methods as units of integrity
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example, that we want to allow changes which will affect the area of a room even if the position of its neighbors

are already fixed. We then also need to automatically change the positions of these rooms thereby reorganizing

the whole house - a process which may involve architectural expertise. This kind of information can be repre-

sented more appropriately by means of rules.

Rules, as means for supporting general reasoning facilities, can be employed in two different ways: Their acti-

vation may lead either to the derivation of intensional information (e.g., via a backward chaining process) or mod-

ify the state of the KB using a forward chaining mechanism. Both alternatives may be exploited for preserving

the consistency of the KB. For example, the constraints for placing the rooms in our house, which we have rep-

resented as rules, can be assured by initiating a forward chaining process each time a side of one of the rooms

is modified. This process will then change the positions of the rooms (i.e., modify the KB) during the rearrange-

ment process. Alternatively, we could decide to maintain the constraints by representing the positions of the

rooms as intensional properties, i.e., we will derive the positions by using our set of rules in a backward chaining

process each time the positions of the rooms are needed.

When comparing demons and rules in KRISYS, certain commonalities appear: both mechanisms may be used

for intensional and extensional integrity enforcement, and the scope of the constraints describable by them may

transitively reach arbitrary attributes, objects, and abstraction relationships within the KB. A comparison, on the

other hand, reveals several important differences concerning the method of activation and the language for the

description of constraints: conditions and reactions for demons are formulated using a programming language

allowing the integration of extensive computations into the consistency checks, whereas the definition of rules

is based on a declarative, predicate-based language. Also, in contrast to demons, which are activated automat-

ically on certain events, rules are activated explicitly. This is especially useful for certain technical applications,

like CAD, where complete consistency of a design object is usually not permanently required, but tested explic-

itly by the engineer as the design reaches a certain stage. An additional difference is based on the fundamental

difference between the procedural and rule-based programming paradigms [Ba88]. When specifying actions for

demon in a procedural programming language, the control structures determining the exact sequence of oper-

ations to be carried out are explicitly fixed in the specification of the actions. For rules, on the contrary, control

structures need not to be specified, since the overall control of the inference process is inherent in the inference

and problem solving strategies, allowing the definition of rules to be performed in a more abstract manner.

2.7 The representation and organization of integrity constraints

The enormous complexity of non-standard applications is usually also revealed by the increasing number of de-

pendencies or integrity constraints. A support not only of flexible and powerful integrity control mechanisms, but

also of means for organizing and maintaining the constraints during the design or prototyping phase of the ap-

plication is therefore strongly required. The organization of constraints remains important even after the appli-

cation has been completely designed, since changes in the application world have to be reflected in the KB and

may also affect integrity constraints.

Therefore, rules and demons are represented in KRISYS as regular objects of the KB, which leads to the follow-

ing advantages. Firstly, new language constructs for the definition of rules and demons do not have to be intro-

duced, since the regular KRISYS operations can be used, i.e., creating objects, connecting them as instances

to classes, changing attribute values, etc. Secondly, the KB-designer may employ the modeling constructs of

KRISYS to extend the description of rules and demons. For example, additional slots can be defined for demons

as well as for rules or rule sets in order to give a better characterization of the constraints realized by them. In
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our architectural design system, for example, certain constraints leading to design restrictions are related to stat-

utes that have to be obeyed when a house is built. The rules and demons can therefore be described by an ad-

ditional slot that contains the number of the relevant statutes they are related to.

In order to organize demons and rules into class or set hierarchies according to their different tasks, the abstrac-

tion concepts may be used. For example, in our architectural KB, we can define a set ’determine-correct-posi-

tions’ which contains all the rules involved in the placing of rooms in order to organize all constraints relevant for

the correct position of rooms into one conceptual object. We may further include this set in an association hier-

archy containing all constraints relevant for rooms (see figure 2.5). In order to distinguish constraints that are

only defined between different attributes within one instance of ’rooms’ from those that describe dependencies

between different rooms, we introduce appropriate sets as subsets of ’room-constraints’. Note that the associa-

tion hierarchy does not only contain rule sets. The demon ’correct-size-demon’, for example, which has been

introduced in figure 2.3, is regarded as an element of ’constraints-within-room’. The constraints related to rooms

are, of course, only a small subset of all integrity constraints describing our architectural application. Conse-

quently, the association hierarchy introduced above only forms a subhierarchy of the set ’architectural-cons-

traints’, that has all integrity constraints of our application as its elements.

The representation of demons and rules as objects of the KB makes it possible to ask queries with respect to

the set of constraints. Therefore, it is easy to locate all constraints that correspond to a certain statute with a

single query.

The representation of constraints as objects and the applicability of the abstraction concepts offer a high degree

of modularity, flexibility, and extensibility, which is a prerequisite for dealing with the evolution of an application

and easily supports modifications of integrity constraints caused by changes in the application domain. For ex-

ample, when a new statute passes legislation, it is straightforward to define new constraints and include them

into the organization shown in figure 2.5. When statutes change, the corresponding constraints can simply be

determined by a query and are easily deleted or modified.

architectural-constraints

room-constraints

constraints-within-room constraints-between-rooms

determine-correct-positionscorrect-size-demon

rule 1 rule n

subset

element subset

element

Figure 2.5: The organization of constraints
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3. The Impact of a Workstation/Server Environment on Semantic Integrity Mainte-

nance

When considering the integrity maintenance of an application, the overall architecture of KRISYS (see Figure

1.1) gives rise to the question as to whether the constructs for integrity enforcement described  above can be

supported by or delegated to the DBMS component. Apparently, the underlying workstation/server environment

plays an important role in the overall discussion of this question. In order to provide the necessary basis for the

discussion, we will first give a more detailed description of the MAD model [Mi88], the data model provided by

the DBMS, and show how information is mapped from the representation supported by KOBRA to the MAD rep-

resentation. Subsequently, we will discuss a possible delegation of integrity maintenance to the DBMS from sev-

eral points of view. At the end of the chapter, we will summarize the general results of our discussion and show

implications for the services required from the DBMS.

3.1 The MAD Model and its Support of KOBRA

The DBMS used by KRISYS, called PRIMA, embodies the MAD (Molecule-Atom-Data) model, a structurally ob-

ject-oriented data model offering dynamic definition and handling of complex objects. A detailed description of

the MAD model and a general motivation of its design (which is certainly beyond the scope of this paper)  can

be found in [Mi88].

The basic modeling construct of the MAD model is the atom (or atom type), corresponding to a tuple (or relation)

in the relational model. A direct and symmetric representation of different kinds of relationships (1:1, 1:n, n:m)

between atoms is provided by means of links, which allow the DB to be viewed as a complex network of atoms.

Structural object-orientation is achieved dynamically by the definition of so-called molecules, specifying a graph

with certain atoms and relationships as a sub-graph of the database.

In order to realize the application-oriented view of a domain, which is represented in terms of the modeling con-

structs of KOBRA (chapter 2.1), it becomes necessary to map KOBRA objects into an appropriate MAD repre-

sentation, which is sketched in Figure 3.1. A schema in KOBRA described by its attributes and aspects corre-

sponds to a molecule of the three atom types 'schema', 'attribute' and 'aspect' in MAD. The abstraction concepts

are represented as (recursive) relationships between schema-atoms. This mapping process is performed auto-

matically at the workstation, whenever objects are stored into or discarded from the application buffer of KRI-

SYS, so that the buffer representation already embodies the semantics of the KOBRA model.

In order to realize KOBRA operations, the query language of MAD, called MQL, can be directly employed. For

example, the definition of a new attribute for a class, which requires the dynamic inheritance of the attribute in

order to guarantee the model-inherent integrity of the generalization concepts, can be supported by an MQL

statement that selects all relevant object classes and instances by recursively following the apropriate referenc-

es (i.e., has-instances and has-subclasses) [HM90]. The selected part of the generalization hierarchy may then

be modified within the application buffer in order to carry out the operation.

The generic mapping schema sketched above is very flexible and therefore especially appropriate for supporting

the design process or prototyping phases of an application, where object definitions and abstraction hierarchies

are frequently changed or extended. For application processing, where this flexibility is usually no longer re-

quired, more specific mappings, which are optimized for the application requirements, may lead to significant

gains in performance [Ma90]. For example, the attributes of an object, which are represented as separate atoms

of the respective molecule in the generic mapping, could all be represented as attributes of a single atom in the
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specific mapping. In order to exploit such specific mapping schemas, the transformation process of KOBRA ob-

jects into MAD atoms must not be fixed to a certain mapping scheme (e.g., the one described above), but has

to be performed in such a way, that it can be guided by some kind of heuristics or meta-information, which de-

scribe an optimal mapping scheme supporting the structures and processing characteristics of a specific appli-

cation [Ma90].

3.2 Discussing the Delegation of Integrity Maintenance

In the following, we will discuss from different points of view the consequences of a partial delegation of the in-

tegrity maintenance from the application-oriented component of the system to the DBMS.

Implications of processing characteristics

Two basic approaches can be identified, by means of which the delegation across the hardware boundary be-

tween workstation and server component could be accomplished:

• All modifications of objects are not accumulated in the application buffer, but immediately reflected at the

server side. In this case, the DBMS could generally maintain the integrity of the application. Of course, this

case can be immediately outruled, since it clearly contradicts our efforts to support locality of references by

an application buffer and multiplies communication between the components.

• All integrity checks are deferred to the end of the complex design transaction. Then, the DBMS must check

the integrity upon check-in of the application buffer contents. This assumption clearly restricts the notion of

integrity provided at the workstation component. Especially in the area of engineering applications, where the

design process is considered a long-term activity and therefore long-duration design transactions are re-

rooms
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room2

room1

parent-bedroom

bedrooms
size

unit
sides

rooms
bathrooms room2

room1parent-bedroombedrooms

unit

size sides

KOBRA

MAD

Figure 3.1: Mapping KOBRA ↔ MAD
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quired, integrity has to be checked repeatedly within the transaction at iteratively performed design steps in

order to ensure a consistent design. The nesting of operations may additionally lead to different levels of in-

tegrity checking (see chapter 2.5), which cannot be accumulated into one single level. Furthermore, the ap-

plication may require certain integrity constraints to be checked immediately (e.g. consistency of abstraction

hierarchies, value class checks, ...), which contradicts the deferred case. Moreover, the violation of cons-

traints may require flexible reactions, that are, for example, provided by the demon concept involving interac-

tions with the user who may again wish to change or refine the design object under consideration, leading to

additional check-ins or communication overhead. Therefore, an approach to defer integrity checks to the end

of the design transaction will cover only a small amount of the semantic integrity constraints of the application

and does not deliver the flexibility necessary in the considered application domains.

Note that these implications are not limited to KRISYS, since they are generally based on processing character-

istics of the applications and not on modeling constructs. Therefore the same arguments apply to the DBMS-

kernel architecture in general, where application-orientation is achieved by different mechanisms (e.g. ADTs)

provided at the workstation.

Considering the different semantic levels of the components

With respect to the modeling constructs provided, MAD and KOBRA can be clearly associated with different se-

mantic levels. An interconnection between the two levels is established by a transformation or mapping process

(chapter 3.1). The integrity constraints describing the application domain are, as we have seen in chapter 2,

strongly tied to the semantics of other modeling constructs, as for example, the abstraction concepts, and are

therefore more easily maintained at a level where the semantics of these constructs is controlled. A delegation

of integrity constraints to the MAD model  would require the constraints to be also included into the transforma-

tion process, meaning that integrity constraints specified in KOBRA would have to be mapped to semantically

equivalent constraints specified in an appropriate language based on the MAD model. Consequently, the result-

ing MAD constraints would be very complex even for simple KOBRA constraints, since they would have to mimic

in some sense the transformation process necessary to achieve the KOBRA semantics. Additionally and most

importantly, errors and results of integrity checks requiring the interaction with the user would have to be appro-

priately reinterpreted at the higher level.

Efforts to introduce generally modeling constructs of KOBRA (e.g., abstraction concepts, rules, user-defined

functions, etc.) into MAD in order to make the model more powerful and close the semantic gap between the two

models would not offer solutions, but only shift the problems into the MAD model. The implementation of a new

data model, which is now located at a higher semantic level, would certainly rely on an internal interface sup-

porting similar semantics and providing the same services as in the existing MAD model. For such a new data

model, the question would arise, where the borderline between server and workstation should be drawn. If the

borderline is attached to the internal interface, then we are basically considering the same architecture as pro-

vided by KRISYS, and therefore all arguments elaborated in this paper may be equally well applied. If the bor-

derline is attached to the enhanced data model interface, the additional functionality is completely integrated into

the server. As a consequence, the additional semantics of the new data model either has to be repeated at the

workstation (implying, that the enhancement of the DBMS is not necessary), or the server is hopelessly over-

loaded with additional processing, since the execution of methods, control of integrity, as well as rule based pro-

cessing would now be shifted together with the abstraction concepts to the server. Workstation oriented process-

ing, on the other hand, would be limited to a minimum of capacity, leading to a more or less centralized process-

ing environment, that neglects the advantages provided by a workstation/server environment.
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Implications of a flexible mapping process

The problems associated with the mapping of integrity constraints from one semantic level to another become

even harder, if a flexible transformation process, which has been described in chapter 3.1, is considered in order

to support mappings tailored to a specific application. Depending on the characteristics of the specific mapping

process, the constraints may have different forms or can be specified only in some cases, but not in all. This is

due to the fact that the same KOBRA construct may be mapped to different MAD constructs depending on the

mapping process (e.g., a slot may be mapped to an atom, or to a specific attribute of an atom). The mapping

process as a whole therefore becomes extremely difficult. For example, the cardinality constraint of a slot in KO-

BRA can be directly mapped to MAD, if the slot is represented in MAD as an attribute of an atom. This is, how-

ever, not possible if the slot is mapped to an atom.

As a consequence, either some integrity constraints have to be checked at different levels, depending on the

mapping, or the variety of mappings is restricted to those that allow the mapping of integrity constraints as well.

Summary

Let us summarize the results of the above discussion. Considering the underlying processing characteristics,

the delegation of semantic integrity maintenance to the server would either restrict the types of integrity to be

specified for the application domain, or lead to an increased communication between workstation and server.

As far as the semantic levels of the two components of KRISYS are concerned, the control of integrity is more

easily performed at the KOBRA level, since it supports the semantics necessary for the specification or control

of the constraints. Maintaining application-dependent integrity at the MAD level requires an appropriate trans-

formation process for integrity constraints, resulting in complex constraints that mimic part of the semantics of

KOBRA. Additionally, the flexibility required for mapping information between the two levels additionally increas-

es the complexity of the transformation required for the constraints. In all cases, a significant amount of process-

ing is shifted from the workstation to the server, thereby neglecting the advantages of a workstation/server en-

vironment.

We therefore conclude that the maintenance of the semantic integrity of an aplication should be performed at

the workstation and not delegated to the server. It is of course necessary that a certain amount of consistency

is maintained by the server, taking into account the constraints inherent in the DBMS data model. Otherwise the

basic structural consistency of the database can not be guaranteed. Additionally, consistency considerations re-

lated to multi-user operation at the server and the synchronization of rollback operations, at the server and the

workstation require additional concepts. Nevertheless, additional facilities for maintaining user-defined cons-

traints at the DBMS are superfluous.

3.3 Consistency Support of the DBMS

First of all, the information contained in the DB has to be consistent with respect to the data model of the server,

i.e., it has to obey the model-inherent constraints of the MAD model. In this context, the main task of the DBMS

is to guarantee the basic structural consistency of the objects represented in the MAD model, i.e., the referential

integrity and the cardinality restrictions used to model relationships between objects has to be preserved. This

task is performed by the DBMS in a self-correcting manner [Sch90], meaning that the deletion of objects or mod-

ification of links automatically lead to correcting modifications in symmetric link attributes. Since abstraction re-

lationships between objects are directly transformed into referential links at the server, the symmetry of the ab-

straction relationship attributes addressed as a model-inherent constraint in chapter 3.2 is directly reflected by
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the model-inherent consistency of the MAD model, thereby making the transformation process safer and easier

to implement.

The most significant support for integrity provided by the server is, however, related to the structure inherent in

the workstation processing. As already described in chapter 2.5, methods are regarded as nested units of pro-

cessing which carry application semantics (e.g., expressed as certain levels of integrity). Demons and rules can

be viewed in the same sense, since the activities performed by a demon may lead to the activation of other de-

mons or require other kinds of integrity checks. If a constraint violation occurs in one of the actions provoked by

a demon, which cannot be appropriately handled, the effects of the actions already performed have to be un-

done. Similarly, a rule-based inference process can be viewed as consisting of nested units of processing, since

it may activate, as part of a reasoning process, other reasoning processes on different sets of rules or lead to

the activation of demons when accessing attributes. For example, a forward chaining process may additionally

incorporate backward chaining processes for determining certain subgoals.

Because the operations performed at the workstation may in some cases request additional services from the

server (e.g., in order to fetch additional objects into the buffer), the units of processing at the workstation implicitly

correspond to units of processing or data exchange at the server. The specific semantics of the processing unit

is, however, not relevant to the server. It is necessary to appropriately coordinate the processing units of the

workstation and the server, otherwise the effects of undoing the workstation operations cannot be reflected ap-

propriately at the server. This coordination has to reflect especially the nesting of the units of processing (e.g.,

in the sense of nested transactions).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described the maintenance of semantic integrity in KRISYS, a KBMS designed for sup-

porting complex applications in a workstation/server environment. KRISYS is architecturally divided into two

main parts: the DBMS, located at the server, performs data management tasks in an efficient manner, providing

as its interface the MAD model, which supports dynamic definition and handling of complex objects as well as

basic structural consistency (e.g., key uniqueness, referential integrity) of a database. The second part, which

is placed at the workstation, realizes KOBRA, the knowledge model of KRISYS, which offers semantically en-

hanced modeling constructs (abstraction concepts, behavioral object-orientation, rules) as well as mechanisms

for maintaining complex integrity constraints (e.g., model-inherent constraints, attribute-value restrictions, de-

mons, etc.).

Considering semantic integrity issues, it has to be determined, whether the maintenance of integrity can to some

extent be delegated to or supported by the DBMS. We have discussed this question from different points of view.

An examination of the relevant processing characteristics reveals that a possible delegation would either multi-

plicate the communication overhead between workstation and server or restrict the flexibility of integrity mainte-

nance in an unacceptable way. From a semantic point of view, the different levels at which KOBRA and MAD

can be located suggest that integrity should be maintained at the KOBRA level, because the integrity constraints

rely on the semantics of the knowledge model (e.g., certain conditions of the constraints may be based on ab-

straction relationships). A delegation to the MAD level requires a complex transformation process for integrity

constraints and additionally shifts considerable amounts of work to the server side. In the same sense, the en-

hancement of the MAD model by KOBRA modeling constructs (e.g. abstraction concepts, object behavior, etc.)

may overload the data model with application-specific aspects.
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We therefore conclude that the semantic integrity of an application should be maintained at the workstation. The

support provided for this task by the server can only be of a basic nature. As a consequence of this approach,

not only local consistency (i.e., consistency of objects located in the application buffer of the workstation), but

also global consistency of the knowledge model, involving relationships to other objects stored in the server, has

to be checked at the workstation. Of course, our architectural philosophy in such cases requires the transfer of

additional data affected by the constraints from the server to the workstation, but on the other hand avoids cum-

bersome mappings of integrity constraints as well as interpretation of low-level error reports in the case of a fail-

ure, and allows integrity to be checked step by step, timed with the requirements of the application. When pro-

cessing at the workstation is finished and the relevant data is checked in, the DBMS only has to guarantee cons-

traints inherent in its data model.

Summarizing, our conclusions consolidate the architecture of KRISYS and the DBMS-kernel approach in gen-

eral, since they follow the above described architectural philosophy. An appropriate alternative to this architec-

tural philosophy can only be developed for an environment not based on workstation/server cooperation. Since

we consider a workstation/server environment as necessary in the support of complex application, current efforts

to increase the modeling power of data models without considering the above philosophy (e.g. [DKM85, KDM88,

Sch89, Sch90]) tend to lead into the wrong direction.

Following the design decision which have been motivated in this paper, we will use KRISYS for more thorough

investigations concerning integrity maintenance in a workstation/server environment. From this future work we

will hopefully gain a deep understanding of the requirements addressed to both server and workstation and of

the tasks they have to perform, leading to a redesign or refinement of the KRISYS prototype, which has been

implemented in a more or less "ad-hoc" fashion.
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